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ABSTRACT: Larger and more frequent flood flows expose foundation soils to stronger erosive forces, increasing the likelihood 

that scour of piers (and abutments) will compromise the structural integrity of some bridges.  The development of low-cost, low 

maintenance, non-destructive methods of bridge scour analysis is therefore becoming ever more important in light of the current 

economic climate.  The use of embedded sensors that measure vibration responses of a structure, due to train loading, may offer 

potential to track changes in the foundation soil stiffness matrix caused by scour and may inform engineers in implementing 

appropriate protection schemes. This paper presents a laboratory investigation in which the dynamic response of a scaled pier, 

installed in a bed of sand and instrumented with an accelerometer, is recorded for a constant and repeatable excitation.  Sand 

stiffness properties were manually altered by increasing the scour depth in progressive experiments. For each experiment, a 

vibration response was recorded and this was converted to a frequency response using a fast Fourier transform (FFT). 

Differences between the dynamic signatures of the pier for the different scour conditions investigated were analysed to explore 

whether this type of non-destructive testing could provide a viable method of detecting scour before the structural integrity of 

the bridge reaches a critical stage. Results indicate that significantly different frequency responses are recorded for decreasing 

elevations of bed material around the model pier, indicating that the method may provide the basis for a simple and effective 

means of monitoring scour around bridge piers.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Scour can be defined as the excavation and removal of 

material from the bed and banks of streams as a result of the 

erosive action of flowing water [1]. There are three main 

forms: general scour, contraction scour and local scour. 

General scour includes the aggradation and degradation scour 

that may result from changes in the fundamental parameters 

that control channel form such as flow rate and changes in the 

sediment supply to the river system [2]. Contraction scour 

occurs due to an increase in flow velocity and resulting shear 

stresses caused by a decrease in the river cross-sectional area 

due to the presence of a bridge.  Local scour arises due to 

increased velocities and associated vortices as water 

accelerates around the corner of abutments and piers, inducing 

downward flow and subsequent scour of the riverbed [1]. The 

scour hole generated can reduce the carrying capacity of the 

foundation and can lead to catastrophic structural collapse. 

Adverse hydraulic action, including scour, are deemed to have 

accounted for over 53% of bridge failures in the United States 

between 1989 and 2000 [3]. This paper assesses whether 

dynamic vibration signals can be used to detect changes in the 

fundamental frequency of a pier arising from changes in the 

stiffness of the foundation system from increased local scour. 

The assessment utilises a laboratory arrangement in which a 

vertical pier installed in a sand matrix and instrumented with 

an accelerometer is subjected to a constant and repeatable 

excitation for varying scour conditions.   

2 BACKGROUND 

Scour poses significant risks to bridges and it’s extent can be 

difficult to detect, particularly for situations where the scour 

hole partially refills after a flood has subsided (termed the 

live-bed condition). The concept of instrumenting bridges and 

their foundations to detect changes in scour levels has gained 

considerable interest in recent years. Many different methods 

have developed over time and these are employed to monitor 

scour around piers and abutments. The use of Ground 

Penetrating Radar (GPR) as outlined in [2] can be particularly 

effective in a freshwater environment as it can detect 

geophysical subterranean changes that occur when a scour 

hole develops and subsequently refills. It can prove difficult, 

however, to undertake these surveys during flood conditions, 

as water flow rates can often be dangerously high. Other 

methods such as the use of sonar detection systems mounted 

on bridge piers, together with the installation of buried 

“Sedimetri” systems close to piers, can be quite promising. 

These, however, require care to accurately interpret the results 

[4]. The use of accelerometers on bridge piers to detect 

changes in dynamic frequency has gained a high level of 

interest in recent times as a method of long-term, non-

intrusive monitoring of bridge stability. In one example, a 

field test is described where a pair of bridge piers, 

instrumented with wireless accelerometers, were subjected to 

free vibration before and after a simulated scour event with 

the aim of detecting changes in their natural frequency [5]. 

Another case outlines a study of a road bridge in Turin, Italy, 

that was instrumented with accelerometers to detect changes 
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in dynamic signatures of different piers relative to one another 

during the progression of scour as well as before and after the 

planned retrofitting of one of the piers [6]. Briaud [7] 

describes a major study aimed at developing correlations 

between different scour assessment techniques with the 

change in acceleration profile and natural frequency of bridge 

piers as scour holes develop both under laboratory conditions 

and on real bridges subject to traffic loading. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

An experimental investigation into the analysis of acceleration 

profiles and frequency plots obtained during simulated 

scouring of a model bridge pier was undertaken. 

3.1 Sand Characteristics 

Blessington sand (Co. Wicklow, Ireland), with a bulk density 

in the region of 2.03Mg/m
3 

and specific gravity value of 2.3, 

was used in the experiments. A sieve analysis was undertaken 

on the sand in order to establish the grading (Figure 1). Figure 

1 indicates that the sand was closely graded with 50% by 

weight being less than 0.26mm.   

 

Figure 1 Sieve Analysis 

The measured moisture content of the sand was 13%. No 

attempt to model hydrodynamic loads was undertaken and the 

experiment was performed using partially saturated (air-dried) 

sand. 

 

3.2 Steel Container Set-up 

The experiment was assembled in a bolted together steel box 

with dimensions of 1m x 1m x 1m (Figure 2). The box housed 

the vertical pier installed in the bed of Blessington sand.  

 

 

Figure 2 Steel Box 

The significant mass of the box provided a rigid structural 

framework in which to conduct the dynamic tests on the pier. 

It was also sufficiently strong to support the weight of soil to 

be placed in the box. 

3.3 Model Bridge Pier 

The upright pier structure was a hollow steel box-section with 

properties as defined in Table 1.  

 

Table 1 Hollow Section Properties 

Property: Value: 

Mass (kg): 31.182 

Length (m): 1.260 

X-Sectional Width (m): 0.1 

X-Sectional Length (m): 0.1 

Thickness (m): 0.008 

X-Sectional Area (m
2
): 2.944 x 10

-3 

Moment of Inertia (m
4
): 4.181 x 10

-6 

Assumed Density (kg/m
3
): 7850 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Pier Structure 

The pier (Figure 3) is placed on a bed of sand 300mm in 

height from the bottom of the steel box. This distance from 

the base should be enough to neglect the edge effects of the 

support condition here, i.e. the zone of influence should be 

within this depth. The pier was instrumented with an 

accelerometer mounted on its top (the unrestrained end of the 

structure). The mass of the accelerometer is negligible 

compared to the mass of the pier and its influence on the 

overall vibration is therefore considered to be insignificant. 

3.4 Accelerometer 

The type of accelerometer used was a BDK3 model from 

Sensors UK
1
. It is a capacitive spring-mass accelerometer 

with integrated sensor electronics. The accelerometer has a 

bolt-like appearance allowing for ease of installation onto the 

hollow section and has properties as outlined in Table 2.    

 

                                                           
1
 Accelerometer information available at: 

http://www.sensoruk.com/ 
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Figure 4 Mode Shape at First Natural Frequency 

          Table 2 Accelerometer Specifications 

Property: Specification: 

Measuring Range: ±3g (ca.±30ms
-2

) 

Resolution: < 10
-3

g 

Frequency Range: 1 - 300Hz 

Sensitivity at UB=5V: Appr. 150mV/g 

Temperature Drift of 

Sensitivity: 

< + 6 x 10
-2

%/K 

Temperature Drift of 

zero point: 

< 0.1mV/K 

Zero Offset: (2.5 ± 0.1) Volt 

Output Impedance: Approx. 100 Ohm 

Linearity Deviation: < 1% 

Nominal Supply 

Voltage: 

UbN = 5V 

Permissible Supply 

Voltage: 

UbZ = 2V – 16V 

 

3.5 Datalogger 

The datalogger used was the CR9000x model from Campbell 

Scientific
2
. It is capable of sampling at a frequency of 1000 

Hz, a value that is ideal for observing the acceleration signal 

from a vibrating structure. This high sampling rate allows for 

the reception of a relatively full waveform, which can be 

analysed via a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to obtain the 

frequency of the signal and hence, the natural frequency of the 

structure. The data was acquired using accompanying 

“loggernet” software, which stores the data in real-time. 

3.6 Excitation Device 

In order to excite the hollow section in an appropriate manner, 

it was required to establish the most likely mode shape that 

would result prior to deciding at which location along the 

height of the pier to apply the force. Forcing the pier at 

different locations along its height may incite different mode 

shapes. Since it is the first natural frequency that we would 

most likely obtain (other frequencies are also possible), it is 

the first mode shape corresponding to this that we should aim 

to achieve. For an upright cantilever, ignoring the self-weight 

(gravitational) effects on natural frequency, the mode shape in 

Figure 4 corresponds to the first natural frequency [8]. The 

equation shown in Figure 4 is true for a mass distributed over 

the entire length of the pier.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2
 Campbell Scientific, UK. Specification available at 

www.campbellsci.com/cr90000x 

In order to excite the hollow section appropriately, a load on a 

swinging arc was applied to the top of the section as an 

impulse force. The swinging arc mechanism allowed for 

repeatability of the same force to maintain consistency in the 

experiment. The subsequent excitation was at the first natural 

frequency of vibration [9]. Figure 5 shows the experimental 

configuration that consisted of a pendulum device clamped 

into a supporting retort stand and allowed to swing through a 

fixed arc. By pulling back to a set point, repeatability of the 

impulse force can be achieved. A small amount of cushioning 

material was placed around the top of the section to prevent a 

high frequency ping from distorting the data. This ensured 

that the majority of the kinetic energy is transferred into the 

pier. 

 

 

          Figure 5 Swinging Pendulum Device 

4 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY 

 

The first step was to assemble the steel box by bolting 

together the sides and fixing to the base. Using the roof crane 

in the Civil Engineering laboratory, a bag of Blessington sand 

was lifted into the air above the box and the box was filled to 

a level of approximately 100mm.Using a compaction hammer, 

the sand was compacted in order to create a stiffer base upon 

which to found the model pier. It is important to compact in 

100mm increments to ensure that adequate compaction and 

uniformity of density is achieved. The sand was filled to an 

initial height of 300mm above the base. The model pier was 

placed vertically in the centre of the box, equidistant from all 

four edges. Sand was continually added in increments of 

100mm, surrounding the pier, until a final fill level of 700mm 

had been achieved and a free space of approximately 300mm 

from the top of the steel box remained.  

 

 
                        Figure 6 CR9000x Datalogger 

 

The accelerometer was placed on the top of the pier (Figure 

7), ensuring that it was orientated correctly and fixed in place. 

The datalogger (Figure 6) was connected and programmed 

accordingly using the loggernet software to take readings at a 
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frequency of 1000 Hz. The free acceleration of the pier was 

measured after subjecting it to an impulse force at the free end 

in order to infer initial displacement [9]. This step was 

repeated a number of times to ensure consistency of data. To 

simulate the effects of scour, it was decided to add sand to the 

box in 100mm increments. This is in essence the reverse of a 

scour process but it allows for re-testing by removing the sand 

layers thereafter. The sand was re-compacted after each fill 

event. A new acceleration signal was obtained at each new 

level to display a static scheme of signals as a scour process 

develops over time. The acceleration signal for these steps 

should be different from those found previously.  

 

For continuity of data, a normal scour process was also 

simulated upon reaching the fill capacity, whereby sand was 

removed from around the pier in increments of 50mm and 

new acceleration signals were obtained at each level. The 

purpose of re-testing was to offset the effects of placing new 

sand on top of existing layers and the associated loss of 

homogeneity in soil conditions associated with this. For 

instance, the new sand that was added may have had a 

different moisture content to that of the existing sand in the 

box and the effects of this may have gone un-noticed. For this 

reason, it was imperative to leave the latter testing phase until 

some time had passed and where the sand could gain a more 

uniform constitution. Moisture contents were assessed over a 

number of days prior to re-testing. 

 

Once all the data had been obtained, an FFT analysis was 

undertaken in MATLAB to ascertain the natural frequency 

peaks at each bed level. 

 

     

Figure 7 Attaching accelerometer 

5 RESULTS 

The levels at which scour simulation takes place are divided 

up as base level 0, level 1, level 2 and level 3. These 

correspond to the fill levels for initial scour testing and 

represent sand depths along the pier separated by 100mm 

intervals (Figure 8). 

  

 

Figure 8 Bed Levels 

At each bed level, an acceleration signal was obtained in the 

form of a voltage readout vs. time from the datalogger. This 

was then converted to acceleration in terms of gravity (g) 

using the conversion factors specified by the manufacturer. 

The signal obtained varies as the pier vibrates. A typical 

example is displayed in Figure 9. The time period is 

normalised for the purpose of graphical representation. 

 

Figure 9 Typical Acceleration Signal 

This signal was then fed through an FFT in MATLAB, where 

it was converted into a frequency plot, the magnitude of which 

is displayed on the vertical axis. The plot corresponding to the 

signal in Figure 9 is shown in Figure 10. The peak value of 

the graph corresponds to the natural frequency value. 

 

Figure 10 Typical Frequency Plot 

 

Level 3 

Level 2 

Level 1 

Level 0 
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The actual signal obtained can be compared to the theoretical 

signal for an upright cantilever with simplified lumped mass 

at the top founded on an infinitely stiff base as calculated with 

Eqn. 1.  

4AL

EI3

2

1
f


       (1) 

where f is the frequency (Hz), E is the Young’s modulus 

(GPa), I is the moment of inertia (m
4
), r is the density 

(kg/m
3
), A is the area (m

2
) and L = length (m) 

 

 

Values from Eqn. 1 show the upper bound obtainable solution. 

Table 3 shows the pier responses during the fill testing phase, 

which are graphed in Figure 11. 

              Table 3 Frequency Responses 

Level: Pier 

Length 

(m) 

Theoretical 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

Measured 

Response 

(Hz) 

Level 0 0.968 56.0 29.58 

Level 1 0.868 69.6 42.82 

Level 2 0.768 88.9 60.22 

Level 3 0.668 117.5 73.89 

 

 

      Figure 11 Frequency Change with Increasing Bed Level 

 

Once the fill testing phase has been completed, actual scour 

simulation may take place by manually removing sand from 

around the base of the model pier in the reverse sequence of 

the original testing regime. The benefit of this is that sand 

properties (such as moisture content) will remain constant 

throughout the experiment duration (which is short). Thus the 

only factor affecting stiffness changes is the level of sand on 

the pier itself. Sand is removed to level 2 and removed in 

50mm increments thereafter. These recorded responses are set 

out in Table 4 and graphed in Figure 12.  

 

 

 

 

Table 4 Frequency Responses 

Level: Pier 

Length 

(m) 

Theoretical 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

Measured 

Response 

(Hz) 

Level 2 0.768 88.9 68.36 

Level 2-1 0.818 78.4 59.9 

Level 1 0.868 69.6 49.16 

Level 1-0 0.918 62.2 41.83 

Level 0 0.968 56 34.18 

 

 

   Figure 12 Frequency Change with Decreasing Bed Level 

The purpose of removing the top layer of sand from level 3 to 

level 2 is to offset the fact that surface sand may exhibit 

different properties to other sand at greater depths. For 

reasons of homogeneity, the results from level 3 to level 2 are 

omitted. In-situ sand properties should be more homogeneous 

at levels below these.  

 

6 DISCUSSION 

As is evident, changes in the natural frequency can be 

detected by changing the level of the sand around the pier in 

the laboratory experiment. It must be noted, however, that the 

conditions in which this experiment was undertaken are 

highly idealised. An actual bridge pier does not have a free 

end, thus placement of accelerometers on real bridges would 

require a more detailed primary analysis of where the 

maximum oscillations are likely to occur. The presence of a 

bridge deck may increase the stiffness significantly. Further 

research into this is underway. In reality, it is assumed that 

train loading will provide the impulse force required for the 

bridge to oscillate and that changes in frequency will relate to 

compromised support due to scour, amongst other causes.  

 

The results displayed here are in line with physical 

expectations. A decrease in frequency is noted as the effective 

length of the pier increases. The fact that this change is 

measurable at this laboratory scale is encouraging and further 

research at larger scales is planned. It must be noted, however, 

that larger structures will undergo much smaller frequency 

variations upon changes to effective lengths. Therefore, 

accurate measuring equipment is vital at these scales. The 

results obtained here also lie below the theoretical upper 

bound that an infinitely stiff foundation would provide. 
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Although this is based on some simplifying assumptions, it 

shows that the results are realistic in this light. 

 

From the data in Tables 3 & 4, we can see that different 

frequency values were obtained at equivalent bed levels. The 

reason for this is as outlined previously in Section 4. The 

scour simulation phase of removing sand from around the pier 

was undertaken several days after the initial fill phase. Over 

these few days, the moisture content of the sand lowered due 

to surface evaporation and downward draining. This had the 

result of stiffening the sand, which explains the higher 

frequencies obtained in Table 4 relative to Table 3. In a 

saturated hydraulic environment, where scour would occur, 

this would not be an issue. 

 

An issue that arises with this test is that the steel box in which 

the pier is placed is subject to vibration as the pier is excited. 

It was initially intended that the mass of the box would be 

such that the effects of vibrating the pier would not transfer 

into the box itself. This may lead to skewed results being 

obtained and therefore research in the free field, without the 

constraints of a rigid boundary, is required to offset the effects 

of this.  

 

Another point of note is that the sampling rate of 1000Hz may 

not be adequate in determining the exact frequency of this 

structure since the period of vibration is in the region of 

fractions of a second. Upon close analysis, only a small 

sample length is obtained during the actual vibration, since it 

dampens quite rapidly. Further research at higher sample rates 

would be of help in determining more exact values of 

fundamental frequencies at this scale.  

 

Attempts were made to make correlations between the 

damping ratios of the signals at different bed levels. No 

consistent trend was observed when using the logarithmic 

decrement method [9], [10]. This is most probably due to the 

small scale of the experiment. Therefore the results of this 

have been omitted and research on larger structures is 

recommended. 

 

7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Frequency changes are shown to have potential in detecting 

scour around the base of an upright cantilever pier structure. 

The measured responses are shown to follow reasoned logic. 

This experiment has yielded interesting results and expansion 

of this data is required. The authors feel that some of the 

issues encountered at this scale may not occur at larger scales, 

such as the issue of low sampling in the vicinity of the 

vibration and poor correlation of damping ratios. These issues 

may simply be due to the scale of the experiment. Larger 

structures will have lower fundamental frequencies and 

damping estimation may be more accurate as higher relative 

sampling rates will yield more accurate acceleration curves. 

Conversely, frequency changes at larger scales will be more 

difficult to detect as only minor variations will exist as bed 

levels vary. For both of these reasons, it is recommended that 

this analysis be expanded to larger structures and undertaken 

in the free field. This work is currently in progress.  
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